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          WebViewer Version: 8.6.0

We are seeing customers occasionally get this issue.  We are using WebViewer in our react codebase and when the customer tries to load a PDF file, it breaks. I’ve attached a screenshot of the console errors. We are seeing this across a few different customers a day.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Generate DOCX/Word Template with JSON Data using JavaScript
	WebViewer Server API Wrapper
	Cross origin workers - Setting Remote Workers
	Salesforce Lightning Web Component to view, edit, annotate PDF & Office files

APIs:	PreloadWorker
	UI - officeOptions
	WebViewerInstance - new WebViewerInstance()

Forums:	Webviewer freezes with warning: Blocking on main thread is dangerous
	While using webviewer getting error msg and pdf both
	Uncaught (in promise) Exception during conversion Invalid UTF-8 data
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          Hi @john,

Based on the console error, it seems the WebViewer lib dependencies are not loading correctly. Are you able to share the network tab when this issue occurs? A HAR capture could also help pinpoint why the issue is happening.

Creating a HAR capture.

Could also be an issue with your user’s machine’s blocking the downloads, but a closer look at the network call should hopefully help us determine what is going on.

Best Regards,

Armando Bollain

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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